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47 H & H What is a horse under 14.2 called? Pony

60 BH What is a stallion? An intact male horse capable of breeding

51 BH What is the term for the rising and descending of the English rider at the trot? Posting

34 BH what is the name for the front teeth of the horse? Incisors

13 BH  What are the three types of Western reins? Romel Reins, Split Reins, and Roping Reins

48 H & H What is the wooden frame of a saddled called? Tree

44 BH How many bets to the trot? Two

14 BH What are the Five basic coat colors? Bay, Black, Brown, Chesnut, and White

157 Evans What is a seperation of the hoof wall near the toe called? Seedy Toe

40 4H HS What  are the two kinds of lice found on horses? bitting and sucking

59 Evans The POA breed of pony was started by crossing which two breed? Shetland Pony(stallion) Appaloosa(mare)

209 Evans What term describes ears that are carried horizontally to the side? Lop Ears

9 4H HS At which gaits will lameness be most noticeable? Walk and Trot

38 4H HS From what type of wound will horses most commonly get Tetanus? puncture wound

12 4H HS How mant and what kinds of teeth do horses have at birth? 24: 12 Molars and 12 Incisors

10 Evans Paddling is associated with what type of toe postion? Toe-in or Pigeoned Toed

7 4H HS The front legs of a horse usually carry what fractions of its body weight? 2/3(two thirds;67%)

12 4H HS what is another name for distemper in horses? Strangles

16 4H HS Name the cycle in females more commonly called "heat" Estrous Cycle

22 4H HS If a foals chromosomes are XX, what is the sex of the foal? Female

27 4H HS To what nutrient group do iron, copper, calcium, and phosphorus belong? Minerals

56 H&H What native American tribe bred the Appaloosa horse? Nez Perce

31 Evans Other than speed, what is a differnece between a pace and a trot? Trot is diagonal movement, pace is lateral movement

3 4H HS Name two types of vision that a horse uses Monocular and binocular

234 Evans Name one mineral that plays an important role in prevention of "white Muscle Disease" Selenium

601 Evans What disease is caused by the bacteria Clostridium tetani and how does it enter the body? Tetanus, through wounds or naval cord

645 Evans What is an antihelmintic ? A de-wormer or chemical that kills internal parasites

10 HJG What joint is referred to as the pivot of action in the horse? Hock Joint

44 4H HS Where does the pupa of a bot fly occur? in the ground

19 4H HS What is colostrum and what does it provide to a foal? The "first milk"; it provides resistance to infections

310 Evans What do fiddleneck,locoweed, and yellow-star thistle have in common? They are poisonous to horses

19 4H HS & JM How far apart should cavaletti be place for trotting? 4 1/2 feet

23 BH When Tying a horse, how high should the knot be? At least as hish as the horse's withers

44 BH How many beats in a walk? four

17 BH What color tail does a Palomino have? White

44 BH What is the country of oridin of the Thoroughbred horse? England

21 BH How far away from the cheekbone should the noseband of the halter be? 1 1/2 inches (2 finger widths)

109 Evans With respect to respiration, define "tidal volume". The amount of air inspired or expired during each breathing cycle

396 Evans With refernce to the mare's cycle, when is the optimum time to breed a mare? Just before ovulation

229 Evans the deficiency of what mineral will result in rickets in a young horse? Phosphorus

12 H & H Define Stringhalt Excessive flexing of the hind leg

601 Evans What is the name of the test to determine if your horse has Equine Infectious Anemia? Coggins Test

90 Evans What is Synovial Fluid?  A secrection that lubrictes the hores's joints

90 Evans With Respect to function, what is the difference between tendons and ligaments? Ligaments hold bones together, Tnedons attach bones to muscles

22 4H HS What is a barren mare? A  mare that is not in foal

23 4H HD What is the most common curb bit used in harness driving? The liverpool bit

29 4H HS When is a horses stomach completely empty? when feed is withheld for 24 hrs

51 4H HS When will a vet use a stomach tube to relieve pressure when a horse is colicking

26 4H PH Why is a straight bar a very severe bit? No tongue pessure

606 Evans What is the most common cause of Colic? Parasites

16 BH Describe the Leopard color pattern A white coat with dark spots scattered over the horses body

7 4H HJG Where is the depth of heart-girth measured ? Fromt the top fo the withers to the point of the elbow

6 4H HS&JM On which side of the horse's neck should braids be on the hunter or jumper? Right side or off side

98 Evans Name three of the six joints in the front leg of a horse shoulder,elbow,carpus(knee), fetlock,pastern,coffin

31 H&H What are the 4 C's of 4H? Confidence,Cooperation,Consideration, and Carefulness

58 BH The physical shape or build of a horse is called what? Confirmation
KEY  H&H= Horse and Horsemanship; BH= Beginning Horsemanship; Evans=Evans; 4H HS= 4H Horse Science; 4h HS&JM= 4H Hunt Seat 7 jumping Manual; 4H HD= 4H Harness Driving; 4H PH= 4H Performance Horse; 


